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According to our understanding of the everyday physical world, observable phenomena are under-
pinned by persistent objects that can be reidentified (or tracked) across time through observation
of their distinctive properties. This understanding is reflected in classical mechanics, which posits
that matter consists of persistent, reidentifiable particles. However, the mathematical symmetriza-
tion procedures used to describe identical particles within the quantum formalism have led to the
widespread belief that identical quantum particles lack either persistence or reidentifiability. How-
ever, it has proved difficult to reconcile these assertions with the fact that identical particles are
routinely assumed to be reidentifiable in particular circumstances. For example, when two elec-
trons move through a bubble chamber, each is said to generate a sequence of bubbles (a ‘track’)
that is caused by one and the same particle. Moreover, neither of these assertions accounts for
the mathematical form of the symmetrization procedures used to describe identical particles within
the quantum framework, leaving open theoretical possibilities other than bosonic and fermionic
behavior, such as paraparticles, which do not appear to be realized in nature. Here we propose
the novel idea that both persistence and nonpersistence models must be employed in order to fully
account for the behaviour of identical particles. Thus, identical particles are neither persistent nor
nonpersistent. We prove the viability of this viewpoint by showing how Feynman’s and Dirac’s
symmetrization procedures arise through a synthesis of a quantum treatment of these models, and
by showing how reidentifiability emerges in a context-dependent manner. We further show that
the persistence and nonpersistence models satisfy the key characteristics of Bohr’s concept of com-
plementarity, and thereby propose that the behavior of identical particles is a manifestation of a
persistence–nonpersistence complementarity, analogous to Bohr’s wave–particle complementarity for
individual particles. Finally, we construct a precise parallel between these two complementarities,
and detail their conceptual similarities and dissimilarities.
I. INTRODUCTION
We ordinarily conceive of the everyday physical world
as consisting of objects that bear properties and that
persist through time. Developed early in life through
our continual sensorimotor interaction with the physical
world, this conception organizes our experience of the
external world into a coherent, predictive model. In par-
ticular, persistence underwrites our ability to say that the
object one is seeing now is the same as a specific object
that one saw elsewhere at an earlier time. In practice,
objects’ gradual motion and slowly-varying characteristic
properties (such as shape and colour) provide the percep-
tual handles that enable their reidentification.
Classical physics incorporates these key notions—
objects, properties, and persistence—into its abstract
conceptual framework at a fundamental level. Persis-
tence is reflected in the assumption that objects can be
labelled. Additionally, classical mechanics posits that ob-
jects localized to point-like regions of space—particles—
are the fundamental constituents of matter. Much as in
everyday experience, these particles can be reidentified
by continuous tracking of their motion, and by measure-
ment of their characteristic intrinsic properties (such as
mass and charge). In this framework, two particles may
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be entirely identical in their intrinsic properties—a sit-
uation that does not arise in everyday experience—yet
remain reidentifiable by their distinct trajectories.
It is, however, widely accepted that quantum theory
challenges the validity of the classical particle-based un-
derstanding of the physical world. In particular, the
quantum treatment of assemblies of identical particles
has brought into question the assumptions of persistence
and reidentifiability. This challenge was first brought to
light through Bose’s derivation of Planck’s blackbody ra-
diation formula [1]. In this derivation, calculation of the
number of ways in which a given number of photons can
be arranged amongst cells in phase space only takes into
account the number of photons in each cell. Thus, unlike
Boltzmann’s corresponding calculation for gas molecules,
no account is taken of which photon is in which cell.
Bose’s counting procedure admits two quite distinct
interpretations. First, that the photons are not per-
sistent, so that the very notion of ‘which photon is in
which cell’ is meaningless. Second, that the photons are
not reidentifiable by any observer. The first view was
taken by many contemporary physicists. For example,
at the 1927 Solvay Conference, Langevin suggested that
the novel quantum statistics pointed to a suppression of
the ‘individuality of the constituents of the system’ [2,
p. 453]. More pointedly, in his 1950 Dublin lectures [3],
Schroedinger states: “If I observe a particle here and now,
and observe a similar one a moment later at a place
very near the former place, not only cannot I be sure
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solute meaning.” The second view is based on the sym-
metrization procedure that was put forward by Heisen-
berg and Dirac [4–6] as a way of incorporating Bose’s
novel counting procedure and Pauli’s exclusion princi-
ple into the nascent quantum formalism. According to
Dirac [7, §54], what is special about identical particles is
that they are ‘indistinguishable’—or not reidentifiable—
in the sense that observations provide no information
about which particle is which.
However, these interpretations are both at odds with
assumptions that are routinely made in the interpreta-
tion of primary experimental data. For example, in an
experiment in which we say that electrons are created at
a filament, diffracted through a crystal lattice, and then
impact a phosphorescent screen, we presume that each
scintillation on the screen is due to the same electron that
was emitted by the filament, even though there are many
other electrons in the laboratory and elsewhere. The cor-
rectness of the diffraction pattern calculated on the as-
sumption of persistence demonstrates that the assump-
tion is at least approximately validity in this instance.
Yet, according to Dirac’s symmetrization procedure, this
electron is in a symmetrized state with all the other elec-
trons (irrespective of its ostensible isolation from them),
which implies that each has the same reduced state, so
that each is equally likely to be found in inside or out-
side the experiment (see, for instance, [8–12]). Similarly,
the notion of ‘particle tracks’ (say, in a bubble cham-
ber), which is a prerequisite to the processing of primary
data in particle physical experiments, implicitly assumes
object persistence—a sequence of bubbles is deemed to
have been generated by the same particle, thus consti-
tuting a ‘track’—even when another particle identical to
it lies simultaneously in the detector’s field of view.
Additionally, neither of these interpretations provide a
basis for accounting in detail for the quantum rules em-
ployed in the treatment of identical particles. For exam-
ple, although the nonpersistence view naturally accounts
for Bose’s photon-counting procedure, it provides no clue
as to the origin of Pauli’s exclusion principle, which (in
a modification of Bose’s procedure) was implemented by
Fermi as a single-occupancy limit on each phase-space
cell [13]. Similarly, although Dirac’s non-reidentifiability
view explains why a system initially placed in a symmet-
ric or antisymmetric state will remain in the same type
of state under temporal evolution, it provides no expla-
nation of why a system cannot be in a nonsymmetric
state (specifically, in a linear combinations of symmetric
and antisymmetric states) in the first place. Dirac’s view
also leaves open the theoretical possibility that a system
of three or more particles could exhibit so-called parasta-
tistical behaviour, a possibility for which no experimental
evidence has been found (see [7, §54] and [14]).
The above considerations suggest that neither inter-
pretation is satisfactory, and that a more thoroughgoing
revision of our conceptual picture is necessary if we are to
pinpoint the essential idea that underlies the behaviour of
identical particles and rigorously account for the empir-
ical success of Dirac’s symmetrization procedure. Now,
as we have noted, identical particles sometimes behave
as if persistent (for example, two electrons moving along
distinct particle ‘tracks’), and sometimes as if nonper-
sistent (as in Bose’s photon-counting procedure). This
suggests that, rather than trying to account for this be-
havioral diversity on the basis of persistence or nonper-
sistence alone, we instead attempt to combine both of
these pictures in a more even-handed way.
In this paper, we develop a novel understanding of
identical particles along these lines. We adopt an op-
erational approach in which the raw data consists of
identical localized events. To be concrete, one can think
of observing a fixed number of localized light-flashes
of the same colour at successive times. At this stage,
there are no ‘identical particles’ as such, only identi-
cal events. We construct two distinct models of these
events, namely a persistence model and a nonpersistence
model. These differ in whether or not it is assumed that
successive events are generated by individual persistent
entities (‘particles’). We then show that these models
can each be described within the Feynman formulation
of quantum theory and be synthesized to derive the Feyn-
man’s form of the symmetrization procedure [15]. As we
show elsewhere [16, 17] and summarize here, this proce-
dure can be transformed into a state-based symmetriza-
tion procedure which is empirically adequate yet differs
from Dirac’s procedure in form and meaning, in particu-
lar allowing for the natural emergence of reidentifiability
in special cases.
We then show that the persistence and nonpersistence
models, and the manner of their synthesis, satisfy the
key characteristics of Bohr’s concept of complementar-
ity, specifically that these models are mutually exclusive,
and that they can be synthesized but not unified. On this
basis, we propose that the quantal behaviour of iden-
tical particles reflects a complementarity of persistence
and nonpersistence, analogous to the way in which the
behavior of an individual electron reflects wave–particle
complementarity.
Finally, we exhibit a precise parallel between our pro-
posed persistence–nonpersistence complementarity and
Bohr’s wave–particle complementarity. In particular,
we show that the Feynman amplitude sum rule can be
viewed as a synthesis of the wave and particle models
of elementary constituents of matter in a manner that
formally mirrors the way in which a symmetrization pro-
cedure arises through a synthesis of persistence and non-
persistence models of identical localized events. These
two examples thereby illustrate how complementarity
can be turned into a precise methodology for synthesizing
mutually-exclusive models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we define the concepts of persistence and non-
persistence in an operational manner. In Sec. III, we
outline the derivation of the symmetrization procedure.
In Sec. IV, we describe our complementarity interpreta-
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establish a detailed parallel with Bohr’s wave–particle
complementarity. We conclude in Sec. V with a discus-
sion of the broader context and some open questions.
II. OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Our discussion will be based on the fundamental key
notions of persistence and nonpersistence. In order to
place these notions on a clear footing, we begin by step-
ping back from the familiar theoretical frameworks of
classical and quantum mechanics, and instead adopt an
operational perspective. Such a perspective is helpful
in identifying assumptions that are of limited validity
in physical domains remote from everyday experience,
but that are too entrenched in our customary patterns of
thought to be clearly and consistently perceived.
1. Position measurements of localized events and
their properties. Consider a situation where a position
measurement, implemented by a fine grid of detectors
that tile a region of space, is performed at discrete
times t1, t2, . . . (see Fig. 1). Suppose that only two de-
tectors fire at each time. We can speak of each such
detection as a localized event (a ‘flash’). Suppose fur-
ther that these detectors are capable not only of reg-
istering a localized event, but also of measuring some
additional properties of this event. For concreteness, we
henceforth imagine that there is just one additional prop-
erty, namely colour; thus, at each time, one observes two
coloured flashes.
Let us further suppose that observation shows that
these additional properties are conserved, in the sense
that the total number of flashes of each colour seen at
each time is the same. For example, at each time, one
obtains a blue flash and a red flash. If it should be the
case that both of the localized events have the same addi-
tional property values (for example, both the flashes are
blue), we shall say they are identical. That is the situa-
tion that concerns us here. Finally, let us suppose that
the system is isolated. Operationally, this can be estab-
lished by carrying out repeated trials, and showing that
the probability over the locations of the two detections
at t2 are determined by the locations at t1, a condition
we refer to as closure [18].
On the basis of these observations, we say that the
measurements are being performed on a ‘system’, namely
a persistent object that is such that (i) it yields two
localized events at each time ti, and (ii) the property-
values (colours) of these events is conserved.
A. Persistence model
We now construct a model of data in which two iden-
tical localized events are registered at each time. Let us
assume that there exist individual entities that persist in
persistence model
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<latexit sha1_base64="QDXoNx+Jd1iajt3 xg8LTKBkCIVM=">AAANC3iclVfdjttEFHb5Le4CW7jszdA0You62zhbFShtZUqRygVQpG5bab 1dje1xPFp7HM1Mdje1csEL8BrcgsQV4paH6NvwzYyd2LspCEtJxjPn/3znnEk8LbjSo9GrC2+ 8+dbb77x78T3/0sb7H3y4efmjp6qayYTtJVVRyecxVazggu1prgv2fCoZLeOCPYuPvjHnz46Z VLwST/R8yg5KOhE84wnV2DrcvBJpdqpVVlexYvLY7tKCpFTTxeHmYLQzsg85vwiaxSDc9Ozz+ PDypVdRWiWzkgmdFFSp/WA01Qc1lZonBVv40UyxKU2O6ITtYyloydRBbb1YkCF2UpJVEh+hid 3tctS0VGpexqAsqc7V2TOzue5sf6azLw5qLqYzzUTiFGWzguiKmJCQlEuW6GKOBU0kh60kyam kiUbgelqcpb2tuFz4fvSQwV/JvofuH6dMUl3JOlITsajNFwgEO0mqsqQiraMHU76o6ygu6wir BQwiD7maFnROsEG4IA+qIvXX+udHJT1iFHnWsM6P8BspesxCc0qTBJGPVsuu3s8inoWKi0nB9 ncP6qFPSKSYjqvTUZTju75WdzivjnZvj+tBsFi8eHRt0SEev5Y4OmJSIN89Jp6lvIxyPbqHrz EZ7EasUIwMxlHGcb7wh09yRmIqyQkvChIzUlbHgIHJDQ4kn+SaxHNCSU6LjFQZgd4kCY0ueoO c5DzJCVdAS2nSm1paF6s7fe8lKyzXfnDgTB0EEWxjp1PZEQmDvsuMask+VdCqZkinAiqmGrAs iuoEEbSmweYbZiGIqIhgE5TOMSNGCCmRSUfcUn7lD6kgNE15U2D1gphEKiiQDFRUW9KuOniVw 33CRDXDD2Chc+Mpqv2Mayc8ZVBiPQt5JlDRBsAvADJzFOLMpLIeAWxntpAruLyHlMBXoA3Qxb KYVKiDvLTV6DBDTOlVhVqj2gjbH0P3EmBW9PIstK+DsdW2bntsjFgrNlxCNWYTiJbVbGreUpZ 18DcYBIPBGHTDbwVF50M6lDZ5AlwcBcwmeGy5dCrlTOX0cl9WLjHCRKYbghsEdWmzlXGp9KpX IEVKM5qSLcWQdYb8X2/08mywO27VA2tihn44U5GVEBoJxBTE8CGDnBK93MrnmhamGVXSNCgAp 5HmKjF6GTa16GQqPUfke/IXh/XCFeKKS5/8N1vdYzRVIsLoJDW8boumx1QkrDnaNmcvQ3/4Ax Df7Bn4rvXBJMVC3QZzp1VxjIy3rLtuM9SsnGKLrlW9PN2OXMEo9ErW2LA8bM0AoHT+b6pXHMF ovY9Lir6f98jWeR9vkt3rZJtsPZCMo6BuQuj1FgmmITre+whaKweN0yLgbDtUeSUxttDZbANg tv5bprsj8okT23a3erRze2Hb23ZDswJgYJd4QYeV5sJQr9i2l3xtuns47Yi/1SNrMHIuXKBb0 1394eMCSXJ+VGXMjV8ZNw3RNs6t1ujrhGeAjsne/RFBE8Lrumbc1HVT2VaS1TQYL+3qBvyuDX ifNHCTqKHtHpBeHFsyO8D+TyTR5ZpCciPPtjMbk5RNdR6FwohbtqYwtl0uCoE2Pe/sM7fvipb pUB2hYaJzOHG49MwkCERqfcxk9RK6Geybm0M3rjsS3BJW09OORV257tA/1zWfNtBAj2VpSB1k V7ORC8w41IPCcOuknqCvA7tFoUhH1h2/h82+ZGdAEAR1E0IX+qZJEyon9qYJJAmFm7Iy5b3q2 pVYNWyjm2ednq2rIwxurjCWibtKtV0dg9ht2NnXABVXC3szbseIGT+TKsaoCTXqFCNEwkmMoY iJ1L3Uy6TPNEa8w1zb7Ncxd3jbksUlPRIVagj2d0fF1z0MGmNWh3UPbK8PaYfFxdbSGxvckF3 eNCszEH0ffwaCs1f/84u98c6XO8FPtwbhlvtT4F30rnhXvS0v8D73Qu+R99jb8xLvZ+9X7zfv 941fNv7Y+HPjL0f6xoWG52Ov92z8/Q9d0nKn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QDXoNx+Jd1iajt3 xg8LTKBkCIVM=">AAANC3iclVfdjttEFHb5Le4CW7jszdA0You62zhbFShtZUqRygVQpG5bab 1dje1xPFp7HM1Mdje1csEL8BrcgsQV4paH6NvwzYyd2LspCEtJxjPn/3znnEk8LbjSo9GrC2+ 8+dbb77x78T3/0sb7H3y4efmjp6qayYTtJVVRyecxVazggu1prgv2fCoZLeOCPYuPvjHnz46Z VLwST/R8yg5KOhE84wnV2DrcvBJpdqpVVlexYvLY7tKCpFTTxeHmYLQzsg85vwiaxSDc9Ozz+ PDypVdRWiWzkgmdFFSp/WA01Qc1lZonBVv40UyxKU2O6ITtYyloydRBbb1YkCF2UpJVEh+hid 3tctS0VGpexqAsqc7V2TOzue5sf6azLw5qLqYzzUTiFGWzguiKmJCQlEuW6GKOBU0kh60kyam kiUbgelqcpb2tuFz4fvSQwV/JvofuH6dMUl3JOlITsajNFwgEO0mqsqQiraMHU76o6ygu6wir BQwiD7maFnROsEG4IA+qIvXX+udHJT1iFHnWsM6P8BspesxCc0qTBJGPVsuu3s8inoWKi0nB9 ncP6qFPSKSYjqvTUZTju75WdzivjnZvj+tBsFi8eHRt0SEev5Y4OmJSIN89Jp6lvIxyPbqHrz EZ7EasUIwMxlHGcb7wh09yRmIqyQkvChIzUlbHgIHJDQ4kn+SaxHNCSU6LjFQZgd4kCY0ueoO c5DzJCVdAS2nSm1paF6s7fe8lKyzXfnDgTB0EEWxjp1PZEQmDvsuMask+VdCqZkinAiqmGrAs iuoEEbSmweYbZiGIqIhgE5TOMSNGCCmRSUfcUn7lD6kgNE15U2D1gphEKiiQDFRUW9KuOniVw 33CRDXDD2Chc+Mpqv2Mayc8ZVBiPQt5JlDRBsAvADJzFOLMpLIeAWxntpAruLyHlMBXoA3Qxb KYVKiDvLTV6DBDTOlVhVqj2gjbH0P3EmBW9PIstK+DsdW2bntsjFgrNlxCNWYTiJbVbGreUpZ 18DcYBIPBGHTDbwVF50M6lDZ5AlwcBcwmeGy5dCrlTOX0cl9WLjHCRKYbghsEdWmzlXGp9KpX IEVKM5qSLcWQdYb8X2/08mywO27VA2tihn44U5GVEBoJxBTE8CGDnBK93MrnmhamGVXSNCgAp 5HmKjF6GTa16GQqPUfke/IXh/XCFeKKS5/8N1vdYzRVIsLoJDW8boumx1QkrDnaNmcvQ3/4Ax Df7Bn4rvXBJMVC3QZzp1VxjIy3rLtuM9SsnGKLrlW9PN2OXMEo9ErW2LA8bM0AoHT+b6pXHMF ovY9Lir6f98jWeR9vkt3rZJtsPZCMo6BuQuj1FgmmITre+whaKweN0yLgbDtUeSUxttDZbANg tv5bprsj8okT23a3erRze2Hb23ZDswJgYJd4QYeV5sJQr9i2l3xtuns47Yi/1SNrMHIuXKBb0 1394eMCSXJ+VGXMjV8ZNw3RNs6t1ujrhGeAjsne/RFBE8Lrumbc1HVT2VaS1TQYL+3qBvyuDX ifNHCTqKHtHpBeHFsyO8D+TyTR5ZpCciPPtjMbk5RNdR6FwohbtqYwtl0uCoE2Pe/sM7fvipb pUB2hYaJzOHG49MwkCERqfcxk9RK6Geybm0M3rjsS3BJW09OORV257tA/1zWfNtBAj2VpSB1k V7ORC8w41IPCcOuknqCvA7tFoUhH1h2/h82+ZGdAEAR1E0IX+qZJEyon9qYJJAmFm7Iy5b3q2 pVYNWyjm2ednq2rIwxurjCWibtKtV0dg9ht2NnXABVXC3szbseIGT+TKsaoCTXqFCNEwkmMoY iJ1L3Uy6TPNEa8w1zb7Ncxd3jbksUlPRIVagj2d0fF1z0MGmNWh3UPbK8PaYfFxdbSGxvckF3 eNCszEH0ffwaCs1f/84u98c6XO8FPtwbhlvtT4F30rnhXvS0v8D73Qu+R99jb8xLvZ+9X7zfv 941fNv7Y+HPjL0f6xoWG52Ov92z8/Q9d0nKn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QDXoNx+Jd1iajt3 xg8LTKBkCIVM=">AAANC3iclVfdjttEFHb5Le4CW7jszdA0You62zhbFShtZUqRygVQpG5bab 1dje1xPFp7HM1Mdje1csEL8BrcgsQV4paH6NvwzYyd2LspCEtJxjPn/3znnEk8LbjSo9GrC2+ 8+dbb77x78T3/0sb7H3y4efmjp6qayYTtJVVRyecxVazggu1prgv2fCoZLeOCPYuPvjHnz46Z VLwST/R8yg5KOhE84wnV2DrcvBJpdqpVVlexYvLY7tKCpFTTxeHmYLQzsg85vwiaxSDc9Ozz+ PDypVdRWiWzkgmdFFSp/WA01Qc1lZonBVv40UyxKU2O6ITtYyloydRBbb1YkCF2UpJVEh+hid 3tctS0VGpexqAsqc7V2TOzue5sf6azLw5qLqYzzUTiFGWzguiKmJCQlEuW6GKOBU0kh60kyam kiUbgelqcpb2tuFz4fvSQwV/JvofuH6dMUl3JOlITsajNFwgEO0mqsqQiraMHU76o6ygu6wir BQwiD7maFnROsEG4IA+qIvXX+udHJT1iFHnWsM6P8BspesxCc0qTBJGPVsuu3s8inoWKi0nB9 ncP6qFPSKSYjqvTUZTju75WdzivjnZvj+tBsFi8eHRt0SEev5Y4OmJSIN89Jp6lvIxyPbqHrz EZ7EasUIwMxlHGcb7wh09yRmIqyQkvChIzUlbHgIHJDQ4kn+SaxHNCSU6LjFQZgd4kCY0ueoO c5DzJCVdAS2nSm1paF6s7fe8lKyzXfnDgTB0EEWxjp1PZEQmDvsuMask+VdCqZkinAiqmGrAs iuoEEbSmweYbZiGIqIhgE5TOMSNGCCmRSUfcUn7lD6kgNE15U2D1gphEKiiQDFRUW9KuOniVw 33CRDXDD2Chc+Mpqv2Mayc8ZVBiPQt5JlDRBsAvADJzFOLMpLIeAWxntpAruLyHlMBXoA3Qxb KYVKiDvLTV6DBDTOlVhVqj2gjbH0P3EmBW9PIstK+DsdW2bntsjFgrNlxCNWYTiJbVbGreUpZ 18DcYBIPBGHTDbwVF50M6lDZ5AlwcBcwmeGy5dCrlTOX0cl9WLjHCRKYbghsEdWmzlXGp9KpX IEVKM5qSLcWQdYb8X2/08mywO27VA2tihn44U5GVEBoJxBTE8CGDnBK93MrnmhamGVXSNCgAp 5HmKjF6GTa16GQqPUfke/IXh/XCFeKKS5/8N1vdYzRVIsLoJDW8boumx1QkrDnaNmcvQ3/4Ax Df7Bn4rvXBJMVC3QZzp1VxjIy3rLtuM9SsnGKLrlW9PN2OXMEo9ErW2LA8bM0AoHT+b6pXHMF ovY9Lir6f98jWeR9vkt3rZJtsPZCMo6BuQuj1FgmmITre+whaKweN0yLgbDtUeSUxttDZbANg tv5bprsj8okT23a3erRze2Hb23ZDswJgYJd4QYeV5sJQr9i2l3xtuns47Yi/1SNrMHIuXKBb0 1394eMCSXJ+VGXMjV8ZNw3RNs6t1ujrhGeAjsne/RFBE8Lrumbc1HVT2VaS1TQYL+3qBvyuDX ifNHCTqKHtHpBeHFsyO8D+TyTR5ZpCciPPtjMbk5RNdR6FwohbtqYwtl0uCoE2Pe/sM7fvipb pUB2hYaJzOHG49MwkCERqfcxk9RK6Geybm0M3rjsS3BJW09OORV257tA/1zWfNtBAj2VpSB1k V7ORC8w41IPCcOuknqCvA7tFoUhH1h2/h82+ZGdAEAR1E0IX+qZJEyon9qYJJAmFm7Iy5b3q2 pVYNWyjm2ednq2rIwxurjCWibtKtV0dg9ht2NnXABVXC3szbseIGT+TKsaoCTXqFCNEwkmMoY iJ1L3Uy6TPNEa8w1zb7Ncxd3jbksUlPRIVagj2d0fF1z0MGmNWh3UPbK8PaYfFxdbSGxvckF3 eNCszEH0ffwaCs1f/84u98c6XO8FPtwbhlvtT4F30rnhXvS0v8D73Qu+R99jb8xLvZ+9X7zfv 941fNv7Y+HPjL0f6xoWG52Ov92z8/Q9d0nKn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ShEvIg8JCXTHMnI 1YDZPZ67Coak=">AAANC3iclVfdjttEFHb5Le4CLVz2ZmgasYu62zhbFShtZUqRygVQpG5bab 1dje1xPFp7JvJMdje1csEL8BrcgsQV4paH6NvwzYyd2LspCEtJxjPn/3znnEk8LbjSo9GrC2+ 8+dbb77x78T3/0sb7H3x4+cpHT5WcVQnbS2Qhq+cxVazggu1prgv2fFoxWsYFexYffWPOnx2z SnEpnuj5lB2UdCJ4xhOqsXV4+Wqk2alWWS1jxapju0sLklJNF4eXB6OdkX3I+UXQLAZe8zw+v HLpVZTKZFYyoZOCKrUfjKb6oKaV5knBFn40U2xKkyM6YftYCloydVBbLxZkiJ2UZLLCR2hid7 scNS2VmpcxKEuqc3X2zGyuO9uf6eyLg5qL6UwzkThF2awgWhITEpLyiiW6mGNBk4rDVpLktKK JRuB6Wpylva24XPh+9JDB34p9D90/TllFtazqSE3EojZfIBDsJJFlSUVaRw+mfFHXUVzWEVYL GEQecjUt6Jxgg3BBHsgi9df650clPWIUedawzo/wGyl6zEJzSpMEkY9Wy67ezyKehYqLScH2d w/qoU9IpJiO5ekoyvFdX687nNdGu7fH9SBYLF48ur7oEI9fSxwdsUog3z0mnqW8jHI9uoevMR nsRqxQjAzGUcZxvvCHT3JGYlqRE14UJGaklMeAgckNDio+yTWJ54SSnBYZkRmB3iQJjS56g5z kPMkJV0BLadKbWloXqzt97ytWWK794MCZOggi2MZOp1VHJAz6LjOqK/apglY1QzoVUDHVgGVR yBNE0JoGm2+YhSBCEsEmKJ1jRowQUiKTjril/MofUkFomvKmwOoFMYlUUFAxUFFtSbvq4FUO9 wkTcoYfwELnxlNU+xnXTnjKoMR6FvJMoKINgF8AZOYoxJlJZT0C2M5sIVdweQ8pga9AG6CLZT GRqIO8tNXoMENM6clCrVFthO2PoXsJMCt6eRba18HYalu3PTZGrBUbLqEaswlEV3I2NW8pyzr 4GwyCwWAMuuG3gqLzIR1KmzwBLo4CZhM8tlw6lXKmcnq5L6VLjDCR6YbgBkFd2mxlvFJ61SuQ IqUZTcmmYsg6Q/63Gr08G+yOW/XAmpihH85UZCWERgIxBTF8yCCnRC+38rmmhWlGsjINCsBpp LlKjF6GTS06mUrPEfme/MVhvXCFuOLSJ//NVvcYTZWIMDpJDa/boukxFQlrjrbN2cvQH/4AxD d7Br5rfTBJsVC3wdxpVRwj4y3rrtsMNSun2KJrVS9PtyNXMAq9kjU2LA9bMwAonf+b6hVHMFr v45Ki7+c9snnex5tkd4tsk80HFeMoqJsQutUiwTREx3sfQWvloHFaBJxthyqXFcYWOpttAMzW f8t0d0Q+cWLb7laPdm4vbHvbbmhWAAzsEi/osJW5MNQrtu0lX5vuHk474m/1yBqMnAsX6NZ0V 3/4uECSnB+yjLnxK+OmIdrGudkavUV4BuiY7N0fETQhvK5rxk1dN5VtJVlNg/HSrm7A79qA90 kDN4ka2u4B6cWxJbMD7P9EEl2uKSQ38mw7szFJ2VTnUSiMuGVrCmPb5aIQaNPzzj5z+65omQ7 VERomOocTh0vPrAKBSK2PWSVfQjeDfXNz6MZ1R4Jbwmp62rGoK9cd+ue65tMGGuixLA2pg+xq NnKBGYd6UBhundQT9HVgtygU6ci64/ew2ZfsDAiCoG5C6ELfNGlCq4m9aQJJQuGmrEx5r7q2F KuGbXTzrNOztTzC4OYKY5m4q1Tb1TGI3YadfQ1QcbWwN+N2jJjxM5ExRk2oUacYIRWcxBiKmE jdS71M+kxjxDvMtc1+HXOHty1ZXNIjIVFDsL87Kr7uYdAYszqse2B7fUg7LC62lt7Y4Ibs8qY pzUD0ffwZCM5e/c8v9sY7X+4EP90ahJvNv4KL3lXvmrfpBd7nXug98h57e17i/ez96v3m/b7x y8YfG39u/OVI37jQ8Hzs9Z6Nv/8BfrZyVw==</latexit>
t1
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FIG. 1: Event detections and the persistence model. Left:
Two localized events are detected at the successive times.
The measurements at time t1 and t2 yield outcomes `1, `2
and m1,m2, respectively, with the labelling convention that
the left-most locations are `1 and m1. An additional
property—‘colour’ in our example—of each event is measured,
according to which the events are said to be nonidentical or
identical. In the example here, the events are identical, illus-
trated by the two filled circles at each time. The set of these
additional properties at each time is conserved, illustrated
here by there being two filled circles at each time. Right: A
persistence model of the data posits that two persistent en-
tities (‘particles’) are responsible for these detections. Each
particle is ascribed colour as an intrinsic property, whose value
is constant. In the example here, the particles are the same
colour, and are thus identical. On this model, one can say
either that the same particle is responsible for detections `1
and m1 (proposition A) or that the same particle is responsi-
ble for `1 and m2 (proposition B).
between these detections, and that these entities can (in-
formally) be said to cause these detections. We shall refer
to these entities as particles on the understanding that
this word describes the localized, particle-like way that
they manifest themselves upon detection, rather than im-
plying anything about their nature between such detec-
tions. We ascribe intrinsic and extrinsic properties to
these particles. The former are the same as the addi-
tional properties measured of the localized events, and
their values are assumed to be constant. In this case,
the flashes are the same colour, so we say that there are
two particles of the same colour, and we assume that
the colour of each particle is constant. As the colours
of two particles are the same, we shall say that they are
identical.
On the basis of this persistence model, one can now
meaningfully say that same particle is responsible for
detections at two different times. Suppose that events
are detected at locations `1 and `2 at time t1, and at m1
and m2 at t2. Here, we adopt the labelling convention
that `1,m1 are the left-most locations at each time. Ac-
cording to the persistence model, even though the two
events at each time are identical, one can say that one or
4or
FIG. 2: Reidentification of identical particles. Two identical
localized events are detected at successive times. A persis-
tence model of the data posits that two identical persistent
entities (‘particles’) are responsible for these detections. Rei-
dentification may or may not be possible, depending upon
whether events at each time are identical, and on whether
additional assumptions can be made about the nature of the
particles. Left: As the events are identical (same colours),
reidentification is not possible on the basis of measurement
of their intrinsic properties (colours) given only observations
at t1 and t2. Right: If one has numerous observations be-
tween times t1 and t2, and if further modelling assumptions
are made (that the particles move continuously and are undis-
turbed by measurement), then approximate reidentification is
possible. In the idealized limit of an observer capable of obser-
vation of arbitrarily precision at arbitrarily high frequency (as
presumed in classical mechanics), perfect reidentification is
possible.
the other of the following propositions is true:
A = ‘the same particle is responsible for the de-
tection `1 at t1 and the detection at m1 at t2,’
m or
B = ‘the same particle is responsible for the de-
tection `1 at t1 and the detection at m2 at t2.’
2. Reidentifiability. If it is possible for an observer
to determine which of the above propositions is true, we
shall say that it is possible to reidentify each particle (see
Fig. 2). That is, reidentification is the observational
counterpart of the theoretical notion of persistence. As
the particles are identical (same colour), reidentification
on the basis of measurement of their intrinsic properties
is impossible, so that the possibility of reidentification
will hinge upon additional theoretical and operational
considerations.
In particular, if one makes the additional theoretical
assumption that particle motion is continuous, and fur-
ther assume that it is possible for an observer to make
non-disturbing position measurements of arbitrary pre-
cision at arbitrarily high frequency, then reidentifica-
tion (at arbitrarily high confidence level) of identical par-
ticles is possible on the basis of the measurement records.
3. Persistence grounds particle labels. If persistence
is assumed, then either proposition A or B, as given
above, is true. This provides the basis for particle la-
belling. Specifically, let us label ‘1’ the particle that
was at `1 at t1, and label the other particle ‘2’. Then,
the configuration of the system at t1 is given by the or-
dered pair (`1, `2), and the configuration at time t2 is
either (m1,m2) or (m2,m1). Each of the latter two or-
dered pairs thus reflects not only the observed particle
positions at t2, but also—as a result of the theoretical
assumption of persistence—some information about the
observed positions at the earlier (reference) time, t1. For
example, the configuration (m1,m2) specifies not only
the information that there are two identical particles at
locations m1 and m2 (which is what is observed at t2),
but also that the particle that is now at m1 was earlier
at `1.
To say that reidentification is, in principle, possible,
means that there exists an observer who can determine
which of these configurations is in fact the case. But,
for an observer who is not capable of reidentification,
there is a gap between the theoretical level of description
of the system—the configuration—and the information
available to that observer. For example, at t2, the theo-
retical description might be the configuration (m1,m2),
but the observer would be incapable of distinguishing this
from (m2,m1).
4. Connection to Classical Mechanics. In classical
mechanics, persistence is assumed, and an ideal observer
is capable of reidentifying identical particles (provided
they cannot coincide) by tracking their continuous trajec-
tories with arbitrary precision but without causing dis-
turbance. Therefore, the theoretical and observational
descriptions coincide in the configuration (r1, r2) of two
particles.
B. Nonpersistence Model
We can, however, construct a second model—a nonper-
sistence model—of the identical localized events in which
one does not presume that there are individual persistent
entities that underlie the individual localized detections.
Rather, the two localized events at each time are regarded
as a manifestation of a single abstract ‘system’ that per-
sists. One is thus left with the bare data of localized
events {`1, `2} at t1 and {m1,m2} at t2. Repeated trials
of the experiment would yield a conditional probability
distribution Pr ({m1,m2} | {`1, `2}).
In such a model, the only persistent object is an
abstract ‘system’ which yields two localized detection
events at each measurement time. As this object is not
analyzed into two separate persistent objects, the fun-
damental techniques that one ordinarily employs in con-
5structing particle-based models are unavailable. For in-
stance, in classical mechanics, one can start by positing
that individual objects move uniformly if isolated, and
then build up a model of a system of how two such ob-
jects interact with one another by imposing constraints in
the form of conservation laws; but such a model-building
strategy hinges on an analysis of the system into per-
sistent individuals which is unavailable in the nonpersis-
tence model.
III. DERIVATION OF A SYMMETRIZATION
PROCEDURE
As indicated in the Introduction, the quantum treat-
ment of identical particles brings the assumption of per-
sistence into question. If one were to refrain from making
this assumption, one would be left with the observational
data, which for identical localized events consists simply
of a list of the event-positions at each time. But, on the
basis of such data alone, it is not clear how one could go
about generating predictions about the event-positions at
a later time since a particle-based model-making strategy
is blocked.
On the other hand, we have observational evidence
that persistence is at least approximately valid in cer-
tain situations, for example in the case of identical local-
ized events in a bubble chamber. In order to construct
a predictive model, we incorporate both of these pieces
of observational evidence by formulating two models of
these events—one that assumes non-persistence and the
other that assumes persistence—and then connect them.
A. Synthesis of Persistence and Nonpersistence
To be specific, consider again the above experiment
involving position measurements at times t1 and t2. We
now construct two theoretical models of this situation
within the Feynman quantum formalism (see Fig. 3). In
the persistence model, irrespective of whether or not rei-
dentification is possible, we can say that either one or
the other transitions connects the observed data—a di-
rect transition, where the particle that was at `1 at t1 is
later found at m1 at t2; or an indirect transition from `1
to m2. Let us denote the amplitudes of these transi-
tions α12 and α21, respectively.
The second model, the nonpersistence model, does not
presume that there are persistent entities that underlie
the observed localized detections. Accordingly, the only
amplitude that one can associate with the given data in
this model is the transition amplitude, α, from the ini-
tial data {`1, `2} at t1 to the final data {m1,m2} at t2.
The connection between these two models takes the form
of the operational indistinguishability postulate (OIP),
which posits that the amplitudes in the persistence model
determine the amplitude in the nonpersistence model. In
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persistence model
<latexit sha1_base64="Bsv53QZMNUcyOewz3a mc/gmhWw8=">AAANCniclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpHAHN0O3K5KqSdebqkBpK1OKVC6AIjVtpTiNxvZ4PYo 9Xnlms9lalngBXoNbkLhC3PISfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN/vfMcJpxmXajR6deHiG2++9fY7l951L2 +89/4Hm1c+fCqLWRmx/ajIivJ5SCXLuGD7iquMPZ+WjOZhxp6Fx9/o82cnrJS8EE/UYsoOczoRPOERV dg62vw4UOxUyaSaaiGpmIgYyYuYZfXR5mC0OzIfcn7hNYuBv+mYz+OjK5dfBXERzXImVJRRKQ+80VQd VrRUPMpY7QYzyaY0OqYTdoCloDmTh5UJoiZD7MQkKUr8CUXMbvdGRXMpF3kIyZyqVJ4905vrzg5mKv nisOJiOtPRWUPJLCOqIDojJOYli1S2wIJGJYevJEppSSOFlPSsWE97W2Feu27wkCHekn0P2z8ikVQVZ RXIiagr/QUBweZRkedUxFXwYMrrqgrCvAqwquEQecjlNKMLgg3CBXlQZLG7Nj43yOkxoyizgndugN9A 0hPm61MaRch8sFp27V4PeOJLLiYZO9g7rIYuIYFkKixOR0GK7+pa1bl5dbR3e1wNvLp+8eha3REev1Y 4OGalQL17l3gS8zxI1egevsZksBewTDIyGAcJx3ntDp+kjIS0JHOeZSTU2DsBDHRtcFDySapIuCCUpD RLSJEQ2I0iX9uiN8g85VFKuARacl3e2MjaXN3pR1+yzNw68A6tqwMvgG/sdFp2VMKh7xJtumSfSViVM 90XQMVUAZZZVsyRQeMafL6hF4KIggg2QT+dMKKVkByVtMKt5FfukApC45jrrqMZqWqiCylhoGSQosqI ds0hqhThEyaKGX4AC5XqSNHsZ0Kb85jBiInM54lAQ2sAvwDI9JGPM13KagSwndlCrRDyPkqCWIE2QBf LbFKgD9LcdKPFDNGtV2RyjWmt7GAM20uAGdXLM988DsbG2rrtsXZirVp/CdWQTaC6LGZT/RSzpIO/wc AbDMaQG34rKIgP5ZBK1wlwsRJwm+Bj2qXTKWc6p1f7vLCFEToz3RTcIOhLU62El1KtuAIlAn/SmGxJh qoz1H+7scuTwd64NQ+siRn4cCYDo8HXGohuiOFDBj05qNzo54pmmoyKUhMUgNNos50YvPSbXrQ6pVo g8z399VFV20Zc3VLz/75W9S7qLhF+MI/1XbtF4xOKQdEc7eizl747/AGIb/Y0fNfGoItioG6SuduaOE HF26t7dtNXLJ9ii641vTzdCWzDSHAla3xYHrZuAFAq/TfTqxveaH2MS4l+nPfI1vkYb5K9bbJDth6Uj KOhbkLpdosETYj27n0krdUD4jQIOEuHMi1KjC0wmyEAZvq/vXR3RD61alt2q0a7t2tDbzuNzAqAnlni AQxb6veFanVtZ3mvLXcPpx31t3piDUbOpQtya9jVHT7OUCQbR5GHXMeVcE2Ihji3Wqe3CU8AHV29+yM CEsLjOjJu+rrpbKPJWBqMl351E37XJLwv6tlJ1Mh2D0gvj62YGWD/J5NguaaR7MgzdGZyErOpSgNfaH VLavJDw3KBD7SpRWef2X3btEz58hiECeaw6vDSMyshIGITY1IWL2Gbwb+FPrTjuqPBLuE1Pe141NVrD 91zrPm0gQY4lsU+tZBdzUYuMOPQDxLDrVN6Al4HdrNMko6uO24Pm33N1gHP86omhTb1DUkTWk7MmyaQ JPSbq9TtvWLtQqwIW9vmSYezVXGMwc0lxjKxr1Itq2MQ2w0z+xqg4tXCvC63Y0SPn0kRYtT4Cn2KEVI iSIyhgInYPlTLos8URrzFXEv26y537rYti3f0QBToIfjfHRVf9zConVkdVj2wvT6lnSs2t0Ze+2CH7P JNs9AD0XXxz4B39tX//GJ/vPvlrvfTrYG/Zf8pcC45nzhXnS3Hcz53fOeR89jZdyLnZ+dX5zfn941f Nv7Y+HPjLyt68UJz5yOn99n4+x+UBXJA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsv53QZMNUcyOewz3a mc/gmhWw8=">AAANCniclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpHAHN0O3K5KqSdebqkBpK1OKVC6AIjVtpTiNxvZ4PYo 9Xnlms9lalngBXoNbkLhC3PISfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN/vfMcJpxmXajR6deHiG2++9fY7l951L2 +89/4Hm1c+fCqLWRmx/ajIivJ5SCXLuGD7iquMPZ+WjOZhxp6Fx9/o82cnrJS8EE/UYsoOczoRPOERV dg62vw4UOxUyaSaaiGpmIgYyYuYZfXR5mC0OzIfcn7hNYuBv+mYz+OjK5dfBXERzXImVJRRKQ+80VQd VrRUPMpY7QYzyaY0OqYTdoCloDmTh5UJoiZD7MQkKUr8CUXMbvdGRXMpF3kIyZyqVJ4905vrzg5mKv nisOJiOtPRWUPJLCOqIDojJOYli1S2wIJGJYevJEppSSOFlPSsWE97W2Feu27wkCHekn0P2z8ikVQVZ RXIiagr/QUBweZRkedUxFXwYMrrqgrCvAqwquEQecjlNKMLgg3CBXlQZLG7Nj43yOkxoyizgndugN9A 0hPm61MaRch8sFp27V4PeOJLLiYZO9g7rIYuIYFkKixOR0GK7+pa1bl5dbR3e1wNvLp+8eha3REev1Y 4OGalQL17l3gS8zxI1egevsZksBewTDIyGAcJx3ntDp+kjIS0JHOeZSTU2DsBDHRtcFDySapIuCCUpD RLSJEQ2I0iX9uiN8g85VFKuARacl3e2MjaXN3pR1+yzNw68A6tqwMvgG/sdFp2VMKh7xJtumSfSViVM 90XQMVUAZZZVsyRQeMafL6hF4KIggg2QT+dMKKVkByVtMKt5FfukApC45jrrqMZqWqiCylhoGSQosqI ds0hqhThEyaKGX4AC5XqSNHsZ0Kb85jBiInM54lAQ2sAvwDI9JGPM13KagSwndlCrRDyPkqCWIE2QBf LbFKgD9LcdKPFDNGtV2RyjWmt7GAM20uAGdXLM988DsbG2rrtsXZirVp/CdWQTaC6LGZT/RSzpIO/wc AbDMaQG34rKIgP5ZBK1wlwsRJwm+Bj2qXTKWc6p1f7vLCFEToz3RTcIOhLU62El1KtuAIlAn/SmGxJh qoz1H+7scuTwd64NQ+siRn4cCYDo8HXGohuiOFDBj05qNzo54pmmoyKUhMUgNNos50YvPSbXrQ6pVo g8z399VFV20Zc3VLz/75W9S7qLhF+MI/1XbtF4xOKQdEc7eizl747/AGIb/Y0fNfGoItioG6SuduaOE HF26t7dtNXLJ9ii641vTzdCWzDSHAla3xYHrZuAFAq/TfTqxveaH2MS4l+nPfI1vkYb5K9bbJDth6Uj KOhbkLpdosETYj27n0krdUD4jQIOEuHMi1KjC0wmyEAZvq/vXR3RD61alt2q0a7t2tDbzuNzAqAnlni AQxb6veFanVtZ3mvLXcPpx31t3piDUbOpQtya9jVHT7OUCQbR5GHXMeVcE2Ihji3Wqe3CU8AHV29+yM CEsLjOjJu+rrpbKPJWBqMl351E37XJLwv6tlJ1Mh2D0gvj62YGWD/J5NguaaR7MgzdGZyErOpSgNfaH VLavJDw3KBD7SpRWef2X3btEz58hiECeaw6vDSMyshIGITY1IWL2Gbwb+FPrTjuqPBLuE1Pe141NVrD 91zrPm0gQY4lsU+tZBdzUYuMOPQDxLDrVN6Al4HdrNMko6uO24Pm33N1gHP86omhTb1DUkTWk7MmyaQ JPSbq9TtvWLtQqwIW9vmSYezVXGMwc0lxjKxr1Itq2MQ2w0z+xqg4tXCvC63Y0SPn0kRYtT4Cn2KEVI iSIyhgInYPlTLos8URrzFXEv26y537rYti3f0QBToIfjfHRVf9zConVkdVj2wvT6lnSs2t0Ze+2CH7P JNs9AD0XXxz4B39tX//GJ/vPvlrvfTrYG/Zf8pcC45nzhXnS3Hcz53fOeR89jZdyLnZ+dX5zfn941f Nv7Y+HPjLyt68UJz5yOn99n4+x+UBXJA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bsv53QZMNUcyOewz3a mc/gmhWw8=">AAANCniclVfdbtxEFHbLX3EDpHAHN0O3K5KqSdebqkBpK1OKVC6AIjVtpTiNxvZ4PYo 9Xnlms9lalngBXoNbkLhC3PISfRu+mbF37WQLYqXsjmfOnN/vfMcJpxmXajR6deHiG2++9fY7l951L2 +89/4Hm1c+fCqLWRmx/ajIivJ5SCXLuGD7iquMPZ+WjOZhxp6Fx9/o82cnrJS8EE/UYsoOczoRPOERV dg62vw4UOxUyaSaaiGpmIgYyYuYZfXR5mC0OzIfcn7hNYuBv+mYz+OjK5dfBXERzXImVJRRKQ+80VQd VrRUPMpY7QYzyaY0OqYTdoCloDmTh5UJoiZD7MQkKUr8CUXMbvdGRXMpF3kIyZyqVJ4905vrzg5mKv nisOJiOtPRWUPJLCOqIDojJOYli1S2wIJGJYevJEppSSOFlPSsWE97W2Feu27wkCHekn0P2z8ikVQVZ RXIiagr/QUBweZRkedUxFXwYMrrqgrCvAqwquEQecjlNKMLgg3CBXlQZLG7Nj43yOkxoyizgndugN9A 0hPm61MaRch8sFp27V4PeOJLLiYZO9g7rIYuIYFkKixOR0GK7+pa1bl5dbR3e1wNvLp+8eha3REev1Y 4OGalQL17l3gS8zxI1egevsZksBewTDIyGAcJx3ntDp+kjIS0JHOeZSTU2DsBDHRtcFDySapIuCCUpD RLSJEQ2I0iX9uiN8g85VFKuARacl3e2MjaXN3pR1+yzNw68A6tqwMvgG/sdFp2VMKh7xJtumSfSViVM 90XQMVUAZZZVsyRQeMafL6hF4KIggg2QT+dMKKVkByVtMKt5FfukApC45jrrqMZqWqiCylhoGSQosqI ds0hqhThEyaKGX4AC5XqSNHsZ0Kb85jBiInM54lAQ2sAvwDI9JGPM13KagSwndlCrRDyPkqCWIE2QBf LbFKgD9LcdKPFDNGtV2RyjWmt7GAM20uAGdXLM988DsbG2rrtsXZirVp/CdWQTaC6LGZT/RSzpIO/wc AbDMaQG34rKIgP5ZBK1wlwsRJwm+Bj2qXTKWc6p1f7vLCFEToz3RTcIOhLU62El1KtuAIlAn/SmGxJh qoz1H+7scuTwd64NQ+siRn4cCYDo8HXGohuiOFDBj05qNzo54pmmoyKUhMUgNNos50YvPSbXrQ6pVo g8z399VFV20Zc3VLz/75W9S7qLhF+MI/1XbtF4xOKQdEc7eizl747/AGIb/Y0fNfGoItioG6SuduaOE HF26t7dtNXLJ9ii641vTzdCWzDSHAla3xYHrZuAFAq/TfTqxveaH2MS4l+nPfI1vkYb5K9bbJDth6Uj KOhbkLpdosETYj27n0krdUD4jQIOEuHMi1KjC0wmyEAZvq/vXR3RD61alt2q0a7t2tDbzuNzAqAnlni AQxb6veFanVtZ3mvLXcPpx31t3piDUbOpQtya9jVHT7OUCQbR5GHXMeVcE2Ihji3Wqe3CU8AHV29+yM CEsLjOjJu+rrpbKPJWBqMl351E37XJLwv6tlJ1Mh2D0gvj62YGWD/J5NguaaR7MgzdGZyErOpSgNfaH VLavJDw3KBD7SpRWef2X3btEz58hiECeaw6vDSMyshIGITY1IWL2Gbwb+FPrTjuqPBLuE1Pe141NVrD 91zrPm0gQY4lsU+tZBdzUYuMOPQDxLDrVN6Al4HdrNMko6uO24Pm33N1gHP86omhTb1DUkTWk7MmyaQ JPSbq9TtvWLtQqwIW9vmSYezVXGMwc0lxjKxr1Itq2MQ2w0z+xqg4tXCvC63Y0SPn0kRYtT4Cn2KEVI iSIyhgInYPlTLos8URrzFXEv26y537rYti3f0QBToIfjfHRVf9zConVkdVj2wvT6lnSs2t0Ze+2CH7P JNs9AD0XXxz4B39tX//GJ/vPvlrvfTrYG/Zf8pcC45nzhXnS3Hcz53fOeR89jZdyLnZ+dX5zfn941f Nv7Y+HPjLyt68UJz5yOn99n4+x+UBXJA</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hIVBLXJmz5YKq+S8eQ G44f760+s=">AAANCniclVfdbtxEFHb5LW6AFu7gZuh2RYKadL2pCpS2MqVI5QIoUtNWitNobI/Xo9h jyzObZGtZ4gV4DW5B4gpxy0v0bfhmxt61ky2IlbI7njlzfr/zHScsMy7VZPLywmuvv/HmW29ffMe9tP Hue+9fvvLBE1nMq4jtRUVWVM9CKlnGBdtTXGXsWVkxmocZexoefaPPnx6zSvJCPFaLkh3kdCZ4wiOqs HV4+aNAsVMlk7rUQlIxETGSFzHLmsPLo8nOxHzI+YXXLkZO+3l0eOXSyyAuonnOhIoyKuW+NynVQU0r xaOMNW4wl6yk0RGdsX0sBc2ZPKhNEA0ZYycmSVHhTyhidvs3appLuchDSOZUpfLsmd5cd7Y/V8kXBz UX5VxHZw0l84yoguiMkJhXLFLZAgsaVRy+kiilFY0UUjKwYj0dbIV547rBA4Z4K/Y9bP+IRFJVVHUgZ 6Kp9RcEBDuJijynIq6D+yVv6joI8zrAqoFD5AGXZUYXBBuEC3K/yGJ3bXxukNMjRlFmBe/cAL+BpMfM 16c0ipD5YLXs2/0s4IkvuZhlbH/3oB67hASSqbA4nQQpvutrde/m1cnurWk98prm+cNrTU94+krh4Ih VAvUeXOJJzPMgVZO7+JqS0W7AMsnIaBokHOeNO36cMhLSipzwLCOhxt4xYKBrg4OKz1JFwgWhJKVZQo qEwG4U+doWvU5OUh6lhEugJdfljY2szdXtYfQVy8ytfe/AujryAvjGTsuqpxIOfZdo0xX7VMKqnOu+A CpKBVhmWXGCDBrX4PN1vRBEFESwGfrpmBGthOSopBXuJL9yx1QQGsdcdx3NSN0QXUgJAxWDFFVGtG8O UaUInzBRzPEDWKhUR4pmPxPaCY8ZjJjIfJ4INLQG8HOATB/5ONOlrCcA25kt1Aoh76EkiBVoA3SxzGY F+iDNTTdazBDdekUm15jWyvansL0EmFG9PPPN42hqrK3bnmon1qr1l1AN2Qyqq2Je6qeYJT38jUbeaD SF3PhbQUF8KIdUuk6Ai5WA2wQf0y69TjnTOYPa54UtjNCZ6afgOkFfmmolvJJqxRUoEfiTxmRTMlSdo f5brV2ejHannXlgTczBh3MZGA2+1kB0Q4wfMOjJQeVGP1c002RUVJqgAJxWm+3E4IXf9qLVKdUCmR/ obw7rxjbi6pY6+e9r9eCi7hLhByexvmu3aHxMMSjao2199sJ3xz8A8e2ehu/aGHRRDNRNMnc6E8eoeH d11276iuUltuha08vT7cA2jARXstaH5WHnBgCl0n8zvbrhTdbHuJQYxnmXbJ6P8QbZ3SLbZPN+xTga6 gaUbnVI0IRo795D0jo9IE6DgLN0KNOiwtgCsxkCYKb/u0t3JuQTq7Zjt3qyc6sx9LbdyqwA6JklHsCw lX5fqFfXtpf3unIPcNpTf3Mg1mLkXLogt4Zd3fGjDEWycRR5yHVcCdeEaIhzs3N6i/AE0NHVuzchICE 8riPjtq/bzjaajKXRdOlXP+F3TMKHop6dRK1s/4AM8tiJmQH2fzIJlmsbyY48Q2cmJzErVRr4QqtbUp MfGpYLfKBNLXr7zO7bpmXKl0cgTDCHVYeXnnkFARGbGJOqeAHbDP4t9KEd1z0Ndgmv6WnPo75ee+ieY 80nLTTAsSz2qYXsajZygRmHfpAYbr3SE/A6sJtlkvR03XYH2Bxqtg54nle3KbSpb0ma0Gpm3jSBJKHf XKVu7xVrF2JF2No2T3qcrYojDG4uMZaJfZXqWB2D2G6Y2dcCFa8W5nW5GyN6/MyKEKPGV+hTjJAKQWI MBUzE9qFeFn2uMOIt5jqyX3e5d7drWbyjB6JAD8H//qj4eoBB7czqsB6A7dUp7V2xuTXy2gc7ZJdvmo UeiK6Lfwa8s6/+5xd7050vd7yfbo78zfa/govOx85VZ9PxnM8d33noPHL2nMj52fnV+c35feOXjT82 /tz4y4q+dqG986Ez+Gz8/Q+06XHw</latexit>
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FIG. 3: Derivation of Feynman’s symmetrization procedure
for two identical localized events. Position measurements at
times t1 and t2 yield outcomes `1, `2 and m1,m2, respec-
tively. Two models—a persistence model and a nonpersis-
tence model—of this data are constructed. (i) Left: Accord-
ing to the persistence model, persistent ‘particles’ are re-
sponsible for the individual detections. The figures on the
left show the transitions of two identical particles compati-
ble with these outcomes according to this model: the ‘direct’
transition of amplitude α12, and the ‘indirect’ transition of
amplitude α21. (ii) Right: In the nonpersistence model, it is
meaningless to say that a given detection at t2 was caused by
the same thing as given detection at t1. Accordingly, the fig-
ure on the right shows the only transition amplitude, α, that
one can meaningfully assign according to this model. The
operational indistinguishability postulate (OIP) posits the re-
lation α = H(α12, α21) between the amplitudes in these mod-
els, where H is a complex-valued function to be determined.
In Ref. [16], it is shown that α = α12 ± α21, with the sign
corresponding to bosonic or fermionic behaviour.
consideration here,
α = H(α12, α21), (1)
where H is an unknown continuous complex-valued func-
tion to be determined.
The OIP also applies to the case where one has obser-
vations at three successive times, t1, t2 and t3. In that
case, the persistence model has two possible transitions
between times t1 and t2, with amplitudes γ11, γ12, and
two possible transitions between times t2 and t3, with
amplitudes γ21, and γ22. The generalization of Eq. (1)
thus reads
γ = G(γ11, γ12, γ21, γ22), (2)
where γ is the transition amplitude in the nonpersistence
model, and G is a function to be determined.
We now incorporate the fact that there are situations
in which we commonly say that the particle observed now
is the ‘same’ as one previously observed via an isolation
6condition. This condition stipulates that, in the limiting
case that isolation obtain for one of more of the identical
particles in a given system, they can be treated as a per-
sistent subsystem for the purpose of making predictions.
For example, if the electron in a hydrogen atom is effec-
tively isolated from all other electrons in a given system,
then we can infer that the same electron is responsible for
the successive electron-detections in the atom. One can
accordingly apply the quantum formalism to this elec-
tron as if it were a (persistent) system. Formally, for the
case of two identical events, the isolation condition re-
quires that the transition probability |H(α12, α21)|2 is the
same as the probability of the persistence-model transi-
tion that has non-zero probability. For example, if the di-
rect transition is the one with non-zero probability, then
|H(α12, 0)|2 = |α12|2. (3)
From the assumptions above, Feynman’s symmetriza-
tion procedure can be derived [16]. The key idea behind
the derivation is the recognition that the amplitude for a
particular process in the nonpersistence model can some-
times be computed in two different ways, and, in these
instances, consistency of the assumptions implies that
these calculational paths must agree. Each such call for
consistency leads to a functional equation. For example,
one obtains
G(α12β12, α12β21, α21β12, α21β21) =
H(α12, α21)H(β12, β21). (4)
Solution of these functional equations yields
α = α12 ± α21, (5)
where the ± sign corresponds to bosonic or fermionic
behavior. This is Feynman’s symmetrization rule for
two particles. The above derivation generalizes naturally
to N identical particles.
B. Probabilistic Reidentifiability
If one of the transition probabilities |α12|2 or |α21|2 is
much smaller than the other, then the transition proba-
bility |H(α12, α21)|2 approximates to the largest of these
probabilities. In that case, one can treat the observa-
tional data as a probabilistic version of the persistence
model, so that one has probabilistic reidentifiability of
the particles. Such a situation obtains, for example, for
two electrons in the field of view of a particle chamber,
where we can roughly say that the each electron travels
along its own ‘track’, even though there is a finite prob-
ability (as computed using the persistence model) of the
electrons ‘swapping’ between tracks.
C. State representation of the symmetrization
procedure
The amplitude-based symmetrization procedure given
above can be re-expressed in terms of states and ob-
servables, a more familiar arena for the description of
quantum phenomena. Such a re-expression also facili-
tates a direct comparison with Dirac’s symmetrization
procedure. Here we summarize the main ideas, referring
the reader to [16, 17] for details. To illustrate the key
ideas, it suffices to consider two particles moving in one
dimension. In that case, one can re-express Eq. (1) in
terms of states as
ψID(x1, x2) = ψ(x1, x2)± ψ(x2, x1) x1 ≤ x2. (6)
The function ψID on the left-hand side is the state in
the nonpersistence model. It is defined over location-
space (or reduced configuration space), namely x1 ≤ x2,
and is normalized over that space. The function ψ on the
right-hand side is a state in the persistence model, and
is defined over all R2. The above relation is to be under-
stood as a connection between these two models—it is a
means of taking states from the persistence model over
to the nonpersistence model. Consequently, this rela-
tion requires careful reading as xi has a different physical
meaning on each side of the equation. On the right, the
first argument of ψ is the x-location of particle 1, and
the second that of particle 2. However, on the left, x1
is the location of the leftmost particle-like detection, not
the x-location of particle 1.
To determine the evolution of the state in the nonper-
sistence model, one evolves the corresponding state in the
persistence model using a Hamiltonian that is symmetric
in the particle labels, and then applies the above relation.
The symmetry of the Hamiltonian reflects the fact that
energy does not depend on how identical particles are la-
belled in the persistence model. Operators corresponding
to observable quantities are defined in the nonpersistence
model. For example, the operator x1 denotes the x-value
of the left-most particle, whilst (x2 − x1) denotes the
inter-particle distance. Note that there is no restriction
to symmetric observables in the nonpersistence model.
If isolation obtains, then the above observables gain
additional meaning. For example, if the two particles (as
viewed in the persistence model) are confined to dis-
joint regions on the left and right sides, then α reduces
to α12. Further, owing to the isolation between the parti-
cles, the surviving amplitude can be written as a product
of two amplitudes, one related to each particle. Thus,
in the state formulation, ψID(x1, x2) = φa(x1)φb(x2),
where φa, φb can be viewed as one-particle states of la-
belled particles which have no common support. Under
these circumstances, the observable x1 in the nonpersis-
tence model, which by default is the x-location of the
left-most particle, gains the additional meaning of the x-
location of particle 1. Thus, in this limiting case, one re-
covers reidentifiability, and one has justification to model
each of the particles as a distinct entity without regard for
7the other. Note that such a recovery of reidentifiability is
not possible within Dirac’s symmetrization procedure—
two identical particles remain in a symmetrized state ir-
respective of their ostensible isolation, which implies that
they have the same reduced state and that each is equally
likely to be found in one location or the other (see, for
instance, [10–12]).
For convenience, one can formally extend ψID(x1, x2) to
the entire configuration space, to obtain state ψ˜ID(x1, x2),





ψ(x1, x2)± ψ(x2, x1)
]
, (7)
where now x1, x2 range over R2. Such a formal extension
is useful in the sense that now ψ˜ID and ψ are both de-
fined over R2 and both formally live in the same space (a
tensor product of two labelled copies of a one-particle
Hilbert space). However, the formal extension makes the
reading of the labels more complicated: although x1, x2
on the right hand side are particle labels as before, x1
on the left is the location of the leftmost particle when-
ever x1 ≤ x2, but the location of the rightmost when-
ever x1 > x2. A relation resembling the one above is
commonly used in the practical application of Dirac’s
symmetrization procedure in order to generate a sym-
metrized state from a product state. However, in that
case, the product and symmetrized states are both inter-
preted in the same model.
IV. COMPLEMENTARITY OF PERSISTENCE
AND NONPERSISTENCE
As formulated by Bohr, complementarity expresses a
view about the kind of theoretical models that one can
formulate about microphysical physical phenomena [19,
20]. Its key features are as follows.
1. Need for two incompatible models. The adequate
description of a particular domain of physical phe-
nomena requires two distinct models. These mod-
els are mutually incompatible in the sense that one
cannot consistently apply all of the concepts of both
to a given physical situation.
2. Synthesis of models. These two models can be syn-
thesized through the addition of new ideas and
assumptions, with the synthetic model describing
behaviour that in some sense interpolates between
that permitted by the original models.
3. Non-unification. The concepts of at least one of
the original models form an integral part of the
synthetic model. Hence, the original models are
synthesized, but not unified into a new conceptual
structure.
A. Wave & Particle
We illustrate the three key features of complementarity
via Bohr’s paradigmatic example of the wave and particle
models of the electron.
First, according to the particle model, the electron is a
point-like entity that has a definite position at each time.
In contrast, the wave model treats the electron as a de-
localized wave-like object1. Each of these models paints
a clear, visualizable conception of the electron, but are
manifestly incompatible—an electron cannot simultane-
ously be a localized point-like object and a delocalized
object. Yet, the need for both models is made plausible
by experimental phenomena (such as diffraction) associ-
ated with electrons.
Second, the synthesis of these models was first pro-
posed by de Broglie in his composite wave-particle model
of the electron, with Schroedinger’s wave mechanics its
successful culmination. The latter synthesis introduces
the novel concept of a wavefunction, which allows be-
haviour that is, in some sense, intermediate between wave
and particle—a wave-packet may exhibit particle-like or
wave-like behaviour, depending upon the size of the aper-
ture through which it passes.
Third, the synthetic model does not unify the parti-
cle and wave models since it makes essential use of the
particle model, in three distinct senses. First, the wave
equation is obtained via a quantization of the classical
particle model of the system. Second, the notion of a
position measurement (in the Born rule) is a reference
to the particle model. Its abstraction—a ‘measurement
outcome’—in the Dirac–von Neumann quantum formal-
ism similarly corresponds to the notion of particle local-
ization in space and time. Third, the particle model is
essential to the demarcation of the phenomenon to which
we refer as ‘an experiment’, and to the interpretation of
experimental data. For example, in an experiment where
we say that electrons are emitted by a filament, diffracted
through a crystal, and detected as scintillations on a
screen, the emission and detection events are localized
events that are interpreted within the particle model as
‘measurements of position’. These events thereby book-
end the phenomenon to which we refer as ‘an experi-
ment’. In this sense, the particle model serves as the
portal through which the wave model manifests itself—
the wave-like behavior of an electron is only indirectly
manifested through the pattern generated by localized
detections over many runs of the experiment.
1 In classical physics, one typically regards a ‘wave’ (such as a
water wave, or a wave on a string) as underpinned by local dis-
turbances over a region of space. In such cases, ‘wave’ is merely
a collective noun that refers to a set of synchronized local dis-
turbances, and so has no fundamental existence in and of itself.
However, in the wave model of an electron, such an underpinning
is not presumed, so that ‘wave’ is taken to refer to an unanalyzed,
delocalized object.
8B. Persistence & Nonpersistence
Wave–particle complementarity suggests that the as-
sumption of continuous localization, a notion extrapo-
lated from everyday perception, does not enjoy absolute
validity in the microscopic realm. We propose that the
assumption of persistence is similarly restricted in its va-
lidity. Furthermore, we propose that the understand-
ing of identical particle-like events requires a synthesis of
complementary persistence and nonpersistence models,
analogous to the way that localization (‘particle’) and
delocalization (‘wave’) models need to be combined in
order to understand individual microscopic entities.
Our proposal is based on the following considerations.
First, through an operational analysis of an experiment
in which identical particle-like events are registered at
each instant (Sec. II), we have seen that one can con-
struct two distinct models. One of these assumes that
successive detections are underpinned by persistent un-
derlying entities (‘particles’), whilst the other assumes
that no such entities exist, but rather that the events at
each instant are the manifestation of a single abstract
‘system’.
Second, we have demonstrated that these models can
be synthesized to derive a quantum symmetrization pro-
cedure for describing the behaviour of a system of identi-
cal particle-like events. This derivation not only places a
formally ad hoc formal procedure on a clear operational
and logical foundation, but also naturally resolves the dif-
ficulty in reconciling the assertion that identical particles
are nonpersistent or not reidentifiable with their manifest
reidentifiability in particular situations (Sec. III B).
Third, we assert that persistence and nonpersistence
are complementary descriptions of identical particle-like
events on the ground that the persistence and nonper-
sistence models satisfy the three key features of comple-
mentarity, as follows.
First, these two models are mutually exclusive in
the sense that they make contradictory assumptions
about whether or not successive individual detections
are underpinned by individual persistent entities. Con-
sequently, the statement that ‘this detection was caused
by the same object as a previous detection’ is meaningful
in the first model but not the second.
Second, despite their contradictory nature, these mod-
els can be synthesized, with the resulting model capable
of describing behaviour that spans the extremes of the
original models. For example, if an electron is sufficiently
isolated (as judged within the persistence model), then,
according to the synthetic model, it can be probabilisti-
cally reidentified. But, the synthetic model also describes
the behaviour of two electron in a helium atom, a situa-
tion in which the persistence model loses its approximate
validity.
Third, although synthesized, the original models are
not unified into a new conceptual scheme. In partic-
ular, the persistence model is needed to calculate the
amplitudes that are combined by the symmetrization
procedure. Indeed, without the aid of the persistence
model (wherein one can analyse a complex situation into
separate persistent components that interact with one
another), the calculation of a transition amplitude in the
nonpersistence model would appear to be impossible.
C. Parallel between Wave–Particle and
Persistence–Nonpersistence Complementarities
The above considerations suggest that there is a close
conceptual parallel between wave–particle and the pro-
posed persistence–nonpersistence complementarities. In
order to bring this parallel into sharper focus, we now
construct a precise formal parallel between them.
We start by noting that, in Feynman’s formulation of
quantum theory, one can regard the Feynman amplitude
sum rule as a formal encapsulation of Bohr’s notion of
wave–particle complementarity. Specifically, in the con-
text of an electron double-slit experiment, there are two
models of the electron (see Table I, first column). In
the particle model, the electron is treated as a localized,
particle-like entity that traverses one slit or the other in
its passage from the source to a given point on the screen.
In the wave model, the electron is treated as a delocal-
ized object that passes through the silts. The amplitude
sum rule posits a relationship between the amplitudes in
these two models.
Furthermore, as we have previously shown, the Feyn-
man sum rule can be derived, within a suitable opera-
tional framework, from a postulate that (roughly speak-
ing) the amplitudes of the two possible paths in the
particle-model determine the amplitude of the ‘path’ in
the wave-model [18]. In the present context, we inter-
pret this derivation as showing how Bohr’s wave–particle
complementarity can be viewed as the basis of a con-
structive derivation of the Feynman sum rule, in the same
way that we have shown that the proposed persistence–
nonpersistence complementarity provides the basis of a
derivation of Feynman’s symmetrization procedure.
As shown in the Table I, this derivation allows us to
exhibit a precise formal parallel between the two com-
plementarities. In each case, two models are synthesized.
One of these models permits an analysis of the situation
into parts—‘the electron passes through one slit or the
other slit’ or ‘the identical particles make a direct or indi-
rect transition’. This analysis allows two distinct ampli-
tudes to be defined and, in principle, calculated by mak-
ing use of the Dirac–Feynman amplitude–action quanti-
zation rule [21]. In contrast, in the other model, no such
analysis is possible—all one can say is that ‘the electron
passes through the slits’ or that ‘two identical particle-
like events occur at each of two successive times’. One
can associate a transition amplitude with such an unan-
alyzed process, but its calculation appears impossible if
one remains within the compass of this model because
no corresponding classical model exists. Although the
two models in each case are contradictory in their as-
9sumptions, they can be synthesized: if one posits that
the two amplitudes in each analytic model determines
the amplitude in the corresponding non-analytic model,
it is possible to derive the form of the functional form of
the relationship between the amplitudes.
An important distinction between the two comple-
mentarities, however, deserves to be noted. As shown
in [18], the Feynman sum rule can be regarded as aris-
ing from a connection between two distinct experimental
arrangements—one in which there are which-way detec-
tors at each slit, and the other with a single large de-
tector covering both slits [18]. However, the sum rule
can alternatively be regarded as a connection between
two models of the same arrangement in which there is a
single large detector. However, in the derivation of the
Feynman symmetrization procedure for identical parti-
cles given here, only one of these two options is avail-
able: the symmetrization procedure arises from the con-
nection between two distinct models of the same exper-
imental arrangement. Thus, the symmetrization proce-
dure seems to express the notion of complementarity at
a deeper level.
V. DISCUSSION
It is widely believed that identical particles differ from
nonidentical particles in that the former lack persistence
or reidentifiability. We have pointed out the deficiencies
of such a view, and proposed instead that the specialness
of identical particles lies in the fact that both persistence
and nonpersistence models must be employed in order to
cover their full range of behaviour. We have proved the
viability of this viewpoint by showing how the Feynman
and Dirac symmetrization procedures that are employed
to treat systems of identical particles can be systemati-
cally derived through a synthesis of the persistence and
nonpersistence models. We have also indicated how rei-
dentifiability emerges in a context-dependent manner.
We have further shown that the persistence and non-
persistence models, and the manner of their synthesis,
satisfy the key characteristics of Bohr’s concept of com-
plementarity. On this basis, we have proposed that the
quantal behaviour of identical particles reflects a com-
plementarity of persistence and nonpersistence, analo-
gous to the way in which the behavior of an individ-
ual electron is rendered intelligible through Bohr’s wave–
particle complementarity. Finally, we have constructed
a precise parallel between these two complementarities,
which brings their conceptual similarities and dissimilar-
ities into sharper focus.
We conclude with a few brief remarks on which we
expect to elaborate elsewhere.
1. Relationship between the two complementarities.
The parallel between the persistence–nonpersistence and
wave–particle complementarities raises the question of
whether there is a single broader perspective from which
both complementarities can be seen to emerge, and in-
deed whether other related complementarities exist. We
leave this question open, apart from noting the pres-
ence in each of an essential tension between ‘whole’ and
‘part’. That is, in each complementarity, one model per-
mits analysis into ‘parts’ (either due to the assumption of
persistence or the assumption of continuous localization)
whereas the other describes the situation as an unana-
lyzed whole.
2. Relation between the quantum theoretic and quan-
tum field theoretic models of identical particle-like events.
According to the thesis put forward here, the sym-
metrization procedures used in the description of identi-
cal particle-like events are a bridge between the quantum-
theoretic descriptions of two different models of identical
particle-like events. This bridge allows one to compute
evolving states (or to compute transition amplitudes in
the Feynman picture) in the persistence model, and then
to combine these in specific ways (as specified by the
Dirac or Feynman symmetrization procedure) to yield
evolving states (or to yield transition amplitudes) in a
nonpersistence model.
As the nonpersistence model regards all the events
recorded at each instant as manifestations of an abstract
system, the number of these events is a state-determined
property (rather than an intrinsic property) of this sys-
tem. Accordingly, a natural generalization of the non-
persistence model considered above would allow a vari-
able number of events to be detected at each instant, and
correspondingly allow state-transformations in which the
number of events can change.
One can regard the quantum field theoretic treatment
of identical particle-like events as such a generalization.
In the quantum field theoretic model, there no persistent
entities (apart from the abstract system itself), only ‘ex-
citations’. The (anti-) commutation relations amongst
the creation and annihilation operators ensure that the
states in this model agree with those of the quantum
theoretic model for constant event (or excitation) num-
ber. The formalism allows one to compactly write down
superpositions of states with differing numbers of excita-
tions. The introduction of the notion of persistent indi-
viduals, however, requires that one interpret such states
within the persistence model—if probabilistic reidenti-
fiability holds in the persistence model (for each fixed-
number component of the superposition), then one can
interpret the excitations as persistent ‘particles’.
3. Connection to everyday experience. We ordinar-
ily assume that the appearances perceived in the present
moment are underpinned by objects that:
(i) Persist in the time between these appearances; and
(ii) Assume forms that coincide with those of these ap-
pearances, not only at the moment of perception
but also during the intervening intervals.
As an extrapolation from what is directly perceived,
these assumptions constitute a ‘theory’ developed very
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particle model
<latexit sha1_base64="FvT pCSC9NW8aSeSsilRSRRlKF9M=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDpHDBBTdDtytS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q82r3z4VBbzKmJ7UZ EV1fOQSpZxwfYUVxl7XlaM5mHGnoVH3+rzZ8eskrwQT9SiZAc 5nQme8IgqbB1ufhwodqpkUpe0UjzKGMmLmGXN4eZosjMxDzm /8NrFyN90zPP48MrlV0FcRPOcCRVlVMp9b1Kqg7oV27jBXLK SRkd0xvaxFDRn8qA2HjRkjJ2YJEWFj1DE7PY5appLuchDUOZU pfLsmd5cd7Y/V8mXBzUX5VwxEVlFyTwjqiA6HCTmFYtUtsCC RhWHrSRKaUUjhaANtFhLB1th3rhu8JDB34r9AN0/layiqqjq QM5EU+svEAh2EhV5TkVcBw9K3tR1EOZ1gFUDg8hDLsuMLgg2C BfkQZHF7lr/3CCnR4wixwrWuQF+A0mPma9PaRQh8sFq2df7e cATX3Ixy9j+7kE9dgkJJFNhcToJUnzX1+oe59XJ7u1pPfKa5s Wja02PePpa4uCIVQL5HjDxJOZ5kKrJPXxNyWg3YJlkZDQNEo 7zxh0/SRkJaUVOeJaRUGPvGDDQucFBxWepIuGCUJLSLCFFQq A3inyti94gJymPUsIl0JLr9MaG1sbqztD7imWGa987sKaOvAC 2sdOy6omEQd8nWnXFPpPQKudIpwQqSgVYZllxggga02DzDb0 QRBREsBmK6ZgRLYTkyKQl7ii/dsdUEBrHXJcczUjdEJ1ICQUV AxVVhrSvDl6lcJ8wUczxA1ioVHuKSj/j2gmPGZQYz3yeCFSz BvALgEwf+TjTqawnANuZLeQKLu8hJfAVaAN0scxmBeogzU01 WswQXXpFJteo1sL2p9C9BJgRvTzzzetoarSt255qI9aK9ZdQD dkMoqtiXuq3mCU9/I1G3mg0Bd34O0HR9ZAOqXSeABdLAbMJH lMuvUo5UzmD3OeFTYzQkemH4AZBXZpsJbySatUrkCKpGI3Jl mTIOkP+r7d6eTLanXbqgTUxRz+cy8BI8LUEogti/JBBTo4+bu RzRTPdjIpKNygAp5VmKzF46be1aGVKtUDkB/Kbw7qxhbjiUi f/zVYPGHWVCD84iTWv3aLxMRURa4+29dlL3x3/CMS3exq+a33 QSTFQN8Hc6VQcI+Md667d9BXLS2zRtaqXp9uBLRiJXslaG5a HnRkAlEr/TfWKw5us93FJMfTzHtk67+NNsnudbJOtBxXjKKi bEHq9Q4JuiJb3PoLWyUHjNAg42w5lWlQYW+hspgEwU/8d090J +dSK7bpbPdm53Zj2tt3SrADomSVe0GErfVmoV2zbS74u3QOc 9sTfGpC1GDkXLtCt6a7u+HGGJFk/ijzk2q+E64ZoGudWZ/R1 whNAR2fv/oSgCeF1XTNu67qtbCPJaBpNl3b1A37XBHxI6tlJ1 NL2D8ggjh2ZGWD/J5Locm0h2ZFn2pmJScxKlQa+0OKWrckPT ZcLfKBNLXr7zO7bomXKl0domOgcVhwuPfMKBCI2PiZV8RK6Ge xb6EM7rnsS7BJW09OeRX259tA91zWfttBAj2WxTy1kV7ORC8 w41IPEcOulnqCvA7tZJklP1h13gM2hZGuA53l1G0Ib+rZJE1 rNzE0TSBISt2Spy3vVtQuxathaN096PVsVRxjcXGIsE3uV6ro 6BrHdMLOvBSquFuau3I0RPX5mRYhR4yvUKUZIBScxhgImYvt SL5M+VxjxFnNds1/H3OPtShYX9EAUqCHY3x8V3wwwqI1ZHdYD sL0+pD0WG1tDr22wQ3Z50yz0QHRd/Bnwzl79zy/2pjtf7Xg/ 3xr5W/ZPgXPJ+cS56mw5nvOF4zuPnMfOnhM5jfOr85vz+8Yv G39s/LnxlyW9eKHl+cgZPBt//wNgBXDR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FvT pCSC9NW8aSeSsilRSRRlKF9M=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDpHDBBTdDtytS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q82r3z4VBbzKmJ7UZ EV1fOQSpZxwfYUVxl7XlaM5mHGnoVH3+rzZ8eskrwQT9SiZAc 5nQme8IgqbB1ufhwodqpkUpe0UjzKGMmLmGXN4eZosjMxDzm /8NrFyN90zPP48MrlV0FcRPOcCRVlVMp9b1Kqg7oV27jBXLK SRkd0xvaxFDRn8qA2HjRkjJ2YJEWFj1DE7PY5appLuchDUOZU pfLsmd5cd7Y/V8mXBzUX5VwxEVlFyTwjqiA6HCTmFYtUtsCC RhWHrSRKaUUjhaANtFhLB1th3rhu8JDB34r9AN0/layiqqjq QM5EU+svEAh2EhV5TkVcBw9K3tR1EOZ1gFUDg8hDLsuMLgg2C BfkQZHF7lr/3CCnR4wixwrWuQF+A0mPma9PaRQh8sFq2df7e cATX3Ixy9j+7kE9dgkJJFNhcToJUnzX1+oe59XJ7u1pPfKa5s Wja02PePpa4uCIVQL5HjDxJOZ5kKrJPXxNyWg3YJlkZDQNEo 7zxh0/SRkJaUVOeJaRUGPvGDDQucFBxWepIuGCUJLSLCFFQq A3inyti94gJymPUsIl0JLr9MaG1sbqztD7imWGa987sKaOvAC 2sdOy6omEQd8nWnXFPpPQKudIpwQqSgVYZllxggga02DzDb0 QRBREsBmK6ZgRLYTkyKQl7ii/dsdUEBrHXJcczUjdEJ1ICQUV AxVVhrSvDl6lcJ8wUczxA1ioVHuKSj/j2gmPGZQYz3yeCFSz BvALgEwf+TjTqawnANuZLeQKLu8hJfAVaAN0scxmBeogzU01 WswQXXpFJteo1sL2p9C9BJgRvTzzzetoarSt255qI9aK9ZdQD dkMoqtiXuq3mCU9/I1G3mg0Bd34O0HR9ZAOqXSeABdLAbMJH lMuvUo5UzmD3OeFTYzQkemH4AZBXZpsJbySatUrkCKpGI3Jl mTIOkP+r7d6eTLanXbqgTUxRz+cy8BI8LUEogti/JBBTo4+bu RzRTPdjIpKNygAp5VmKzF46be1aGVKtUDkB/Kbw7qxhbjiUi f/zVYPGHWVCD84iTWv3aLxMRURa4+29dlL3x3/CMS3exq+a33 QSTFQN8Hc6VQcI+Md667d9BXLS2zRtaqXp9uBLRiJXslaG5a HnRkAlEr/TfWKw5us93FJMfTzHtk67+NNsnudbJOtBxXjKKi bEHq9Q4JuiJb3PoLWyUHjNAg42w5lWlQYW+hspgEwU/8d090J +dSK7bpbPdm53Zj2tt3SrADomSVe0GErfVmoV2zbS74u3QOc 9sTfGpC1GDkXLtCt6a7u+HGGJFk/ijzk2q+E64ZoGudWZ/R1 whNAR2fv/oSgCeF1XTNu67qtbCPJaBpNl3b1A37XBHxI6tlJ1 NL2D8ggjh2ZGWD/J5Locm0h2ZFn2pmJScxKlQa+0OKWrckPT ZcLfKBNLXr7zO7bomXKl0domOgcVhwuPfMKBCI2PiZV8RK6Ge xb6EM7rnsS7BJW09OeRX259tA91zWfttBAj2WxTy1kV7ORC8 w41IPEcOulnqCvA7tZJklP1h13gM2hZGuA53l1G0Ib+rZJE1 rNzE0TSBISt2Spy3vVtQuxathaN096PVsVRxjcXGIsE3uV6ro 6BrHdMLOvBSquFuau3I0RPX5mRYhR4yvUKUZIBScxhgImYvt SL5M+VxjxFnNds1/H3OPtShYX9EAUqCHY3x8V3wwwqI1ZHdYD sL0+pD0WG1tDr22wQ3Z50yz0QHRd/Bnwzl79zy/2pjtf7Xg/ 3xr5W/ZPgXPJ+cS56mw5nvOF4zuPnMfOnhM5jfOr85vz+8Yv G39s/LnxlyW9eKHl+cgZPBt//wNgBXDR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FvT pCSC9NW8aSeSsilRSRRlKF9M=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDpHDBBTdDtytS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q82r3z4VBbzKmJ7UZ EV1fOQSpZxwfYUVxl7XlaM5mHGnoVH3+rzZ8eskrwQT9SiZAc 5nQme8IgqbB1ufhwodqpkUpe0UjzKGMmLmGXN4eZosjMxDzm /8NrFyN90zPP48MrlV0FcRPOcCRVlVMp9b1Kqg7oV27jBXLK SRkd0xvaxFDRn8qA2HjRkjJ2YJEWFj1DE7PY5appLuchDUOZU pfLsmd5cd7Y/V8mXBzUX5VwxEVlFyTwjqiA6HCTmFYtUtsCC RhWHrSRKaUUjhaANtFhLB1th3rhu8JDB34r9AN0/layiqqjq QM5EU+svEAh2EhV5TkVcBw9K3tR1EOZ1gFUDg8hDLsuMLgg2C BfkQZHF7lr/3CCnR4wixwrWuQF+A0mPma9PaRQh8sFq2df7e cATX3Ixy9j+7kE9dgkJJFNhcToJUnzX1+oe59XJ7u1pPfKa5s Wja02PePpa4uCIVQL5HjDxJOZ5kKrJPXxNyWg3YJlkZDQNEo 7zxh0/SRkJaUVOeJaRUGPvGDDQucFBxWepIuGCUJLSLCFFQq A3inyti94gJymPUsIl0JLr9MaG1sbqztD7imWGa987sKaOvAC 2sdOy6omEQd8nWnXFPpPQKudIpwQqSgVYZllxggga02DzDb0 QRBREsBmK6ZgRLYTkyKQl7ii/dsdUEBrHXJcczUjdEJ1ICQUV AxVVhrSvDl6lcJ8wUczxA1ioVHuKSj/j2gmPGZQYz3yeCFSz BvALgEwf+TjTqawnANuZLeQKLu8hJfAVaAN0scxmBeogzU01 WswQXXpFJteo1sL2p9C9BJgRvTzzzetoarSt255qI9aK9ZdQD dkMoqtiXuq3mCU9/I1G3mg0Bd34O0HR9ZAOqXSeABdLAbMJH lMuvUo5UzmD3OeFTYzQkemH4AZBXZpsJbySatUrkCKpGI3Jl mTIOkP+r7d6eTLanXbqgTUxRz+cy8BI8LUEogti/JBBTo4+bu RzRTPdjIpKNygAp5VmKzF46be1aGVKtUDkB/Kbw7qxhbjiUi f/zVYPGHWVCD84iTWv3aLxMRURa4+29dlL3x3/CMS3exq+a33 QSTFQN8Hc6VQcI+Md667d9BXLS2zRtaqXp9uBLRiJXslaG5a HnRkAlEr/TfWKw5us93FJMfTzHtk67+NNsnudbJOtBxXjKKi bEHq9Q4JuiJb3PoLWyUHjNAg42w5lWlQYW+hspgEwU/8d090J +dSK7bpbPdm53Zj2tt3SrADomSVe0GErfVmoV2zbS74u3QOc 9sTfGpC1GDkXLtCt6a7u+HGGJFk/ijzk2q+E64ZoGudWZ/R1 whNAR2fv/oSgCeF1XTNu67qtbCPJaBpNl3b1A37XBHxI6tlJ1 NL2D8ggjh2ZGWD/J5Locm0h2ZFn2pmJScxKlQa+0OKWrckPT ZcLfKBNLXr7zO7bomXKl0domOgcVhwuPfMKBCI2PiZV8RK6Ge xb6EM7rnsS7BJW09OeRX259tA91zWfttBAj2WxTy1kV7ORC8 w41IPEcOulnqCvA7tZJklP1h13gM2hZGuA53l1G0Ib+rZJE1 rNzE0TSBISt2Spy3vVtQuxathaN096PVsVRxjcXGIsE3uV6ro 6BrHdMLOvBSquFuau3I0RPX5mRYhR4yvUKUZIBScxhgImYvt SL5M+VxjxFnNds1/H3OPtShYX9EAUqCHY3x8V3wwwqI1ZHdYD sL0+pD0WG1tDr22wQ3Z50yz0QHRd/Bnwzl79zy/2pjtf7Xg/ 3xr5W/ZPgXPJ+cS56mw5nvOF4zuPnMfOnhM5jfOr85vz+8Yv G39s/LnxlyW9eKHl+cgZPBt//wNgBXDR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v0l T5u3IaAZkUFXM3YYbNN3qcFI=">AAANB3iclVfdbtxEFHbLX 3EDtHDBBTdDtysS1KTrTVWgtJUpRSoXQJGatlKcRmN7vB7FH lue2SRbyy/Aa3ALEleIWx6jb8M3M/aunWxBWNrd8cz5P985Zz YsMy7VZPLqwsU33nzr7Xcuvete3njv/Q+uXP3wqSzmVcT2oi IrquchlSzjgu0prjL2vKwYzcOMPQuPvtXnz45ZJXkhnqhFyQ5 yOhM84RFV2Dq88nGg2KmSSV3SSvEoYyQvYpY1h1dGk52Jecj 5hdcuRk77PD68evlVEBfRPGdCRRmVct+blOqgbsU2bjCXrKT REZ2xfSwFzZk8qI0HDRljJyZJUeEjFDG7fY6a5lIu8hCUOVWp PHumN9ed7c9V8uVBzUU5V0xEVlEyz4gqiA4HiXnFIpUtsKBR xWEriVJa0UghaAMt1tLBVpg3rhs8ZPC3Yj9A908lq6gqqjqQ M9HU+gsEgp1ERZ5TEdfBg5I3dR2EeR1g1cAg8pDLMqMLgg3CB XlQZLG71j83yOkRo8ixgnVugN9A0mPm61MaRYh8sFr29X4e8 MSXXMwytr97UI9dQgLJVFicToIU3/X1usd5bbJ7e1qPvKZ58e h60yOevpY4OGKVQL4HTDyJeR6kanIPX1My2g1YJhkZTYOE47 xxx09SRkJakROeZSTU2DsGDHRucFDxWapIuCCUpDRLSJEQ6I 0iX+uiN8hJyqOUcAm05Dq9saG1sboz9L5imeHa9w6sqSMvgG3 stKx6ImHQ94lWXbHPJLTKOdIpgYpSAZZZVpwggsY02HxDLwQ RBRFshmI6ZkQLITkyaYk7yq/dMRWExjHXJUczUjdEJ1JCQcVA RZUh7auDVyncJ0wUc/wAFirVnqLSz7h2wmMGJcYznycC1awB /AIg00c+znQq6wnAdmYLuYLLe0gJfAXaAF0ss1mBOkhzU40W M0SXXpHJNaq1sP0pdC8BZkQvz3zzOpoabeu2p9qItWL9JVRDN oPoqpiX+i1mSQ9/o5E3Gk1BN/5OUHQ9pEMqnSfAxVLAbILHl EuvUs5UziD3eWETI3Rk+iG4QVCXJlsJr6Ra9QqkSCpGY7IpG bLOkP+tVi9PRrvTTj2wJuboh3MZGAm+lkB0QYwfMsjJ0ceNfK 5opptRUekGBeC00mwlBi/9thatTKkWiPxAfnNYN7YQV1zq5L /Z6gGjrhLhByex5rVbND6mImLt0bY+e+m74x+B+HZPw3etDzo pBuommDudimNkvGPdtZu+YnmJLbpW9fJ0O7AFI9ErWWvD8rA zA4BS6b+pXnF4k/U+LimGft4jm+d9vEl2t8g22XxQMY6Cugm hWx0SdEO0vPcRtE4OGqdBwNl2KNOiwthCZzMNgJn675juTsin VmzX3erJzu3GtLftlmYFQM8s8YIOW+nLQr1i217ydeke4LQn /taArMXIuXCBbk13dcePMyTJ+lHkIdd+JVw3RNM4NzujtwhP AB2dvfsTgiaE13XNuK3rtrKNJKNpNF3a1Q/4XRPwIalnJ1FL2 z8ggzh2ZGaA/Z9Iosu1hWRHnmlnJiYxK1Ua+EKLW7YmPzRdL vCBNrXo7TO7b4uWKV8eoWGic1hxuPTMKxCI2PiYVMVL6Gawb6 EP7bjuSbBLWE1Pexb15dpD91zXfNpCAz2WxT61kF3NRi4w41 APEsOtl3qCvg7sZpkkPVl33AE2h5KtAZ7n1W0IbejbJk1oNT M3TSBJSNySpS7vVdcuxKpha9086fVsVRxhcHOJsUzsVarr6hj EdsPMvhaouFqYu3I3RvT4mRUhRo2vUKcYIRWcxBgKmIjtS71 M+lxhxFvMdc1+HXOPtytZXNADUaCGYH9/VHwzwKA2ZnVYD8D2 +pD2WGxsDb22wQ7Z5U2z0APRdfFnwDt79T+/2JvufLXj/Xxr 5G+2/wouOZ8415xNx3O+cHznkfPY2XMip3F+dX5zft/4ZeOP jT83/rKkFy+0PB85g2fj738AgOlwgQ==</latexit>
wave model
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c = F(a, b)
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Non-unification 1. Calculation of amplitude c requires par-
ticle model.
1. Calculation of amplitude α requires per-
sistence model.
2. Particle-like detections signify position
measurements in particle model, and book-
end the phenomenon referred to as ‘an ex-
periment’.
TABLE I: Parallel between the complementarity interpretations of (i) amplitude sum rule (exemplified by double slit) and
(ii) symmetrization procedure (for two identical ‘particles’). Case (i): Given detections at a source and screen, the particle
model posits that a particle-like object traversed either one slit or the other. The wave model eschews such an assumption,
treating the electron as a delocalized object (‘wave’). These apparently contradictory models can nevertheless be synthesized
by positing a functional relationship, c = F (a, b), between the transitions amplitudes in these models. As shown in [18], the
unknown function can be obtained within a broader derivation of Feynman’s rules, yielding c = a + b (Feynman’s amplitude
sum rule). Application of the synthetic model requires explicit use of the particle model in order to calculate amplitudes, and
use of particle-language to interpret localized detection events. Case (ii): The persistence model assumes that detections
are underpinned by persistent entities, an assumption eschewed by the nonpersistence model. Model synthesis is enabled
by the assumption that the relation α = H(α12, α21) holds between the amplitudes in these models. Within the Feynman
framework, H can be solved [16] to yield the Feynman form of the symmetrization procedure α = α12 ± α21, where the sign
corresponds to fermionic or bosonic behaviour. Application of this procedure requires use of the persistence model to calculate
amplitudes.
early in life2, and are written into the foundation of clas-
sical physics. The above complementarities bring this
extrapolation into question, at two distinct levels:
(i) Wave–particle complementarity brings into ques-
tion the assumption that an object takes the same
form between observations as it does during its ap-
pearances.
(ii) Persistence–nonpersistence complementarity brings
2 As elucidated by Piaget [22], the concept of object persistence is
learned by infants, and develops through a series of distinct iden-
tifiable stages over the first eighteen or so months of life. Prior
to the development of this concept, infants sometimes behave as
if an object removed from sight no longer exists.
into question the more basic idea that an object
exists between observations and underpins them.
Nevertheless, the synthesis of complementary mod-
els (wave and particle models; or persistence and non-
persistence models) yields a theory that fits the observa-
tions. Thus, on the one hand, one can regard comple-
mentarity as pointing to the limitations of our ordinary
models of the appearances; but, on the other, as offering
a constructive path to transcend these limitations.
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